## Learning Activity:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LEARNING OBJECTIVES</th>
<th>EXPANDED CONTENT OUTLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Learning Objective #1: The learner will be able to state three characteristics or behaviors that promoted executive nurse leadership success. | - Discuss the context of nursing as a profession during the time frames in which the executive nurse leaders were at the pinnacle of their careers  
- Identify similar characteristics of the 8 nurse leader executives that contributed to their rise to success  
- Examine desired characteristics of rising nurse leaders that executive nurse leaders would seek as members of executive team  
Provide examples of painful and important lessons learned by executive nurse leaders that promoted their development as a leaders  
- Provide examples of painful and important lessons learned by executive nurse leaders that promoted their development as a leaders |
| Learning Objective #2: The learning will identify at least one strategy for developing enhanced leadership competence. | - Discuss the career pathways of the 8 nurse executive leaders  
- Identify career development opportunities of the nurse executives that had the greatest impact on their leadership development  
- Examine strategies that nurse executives utilized to continue to grow and develop as a leader  
- Provide exert of advice on strategies to develop as a nurse leader from the 8 executive nurses |